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Global success: 

The Liebherr Group.

Liebherr Group

 Mobile cranes

Aerospace

Crawler cranes Earthmoving

Liebherr is a third-generation, 
family-owned company founded 
in 1949 by Hans Liebherr.

With over 70 years of success, Liebherr is known as a pioneer 
in high-quality, breakthrough innovations and countless 
cutting-edge technologies in numerous industries. One of the 
world’s largest manufacturers of construction machinery, 
Liebherr has expanded its broadly diversified portfolio to 13 
product segments including earthmoving, deep foundation 
machines, mobile and crawler cranes, tower cranes, concrete 
technology, material handling technology, mining, maritime 
cranes, aerospace and transportation systems, gear technology 
and automation systems, components, hotel, and refrigeration 
and freezing. The company currently employs about 48,000 
people in more than 140 companies in over 50 countries 
worldwide.

:
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Liebherr-Hausgeräte GmbH, Germany

Liebherr Group

Refrigeration and freezing

Liebherr - Specialists in refrigeration and freezing.

Headquartered in Germany, Liebherr-Hausgeräte has an 
impressive range of more than 3,000 products in its portfolio.

-

3,000
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6 Quality

Before we think  

about fridges, 

we think about you.

Fridges are supposed to cool. But 
what else should modern appliances 
be capable of today? How can they 
better meet customer needs? How 
can their design be more efficient, 
intuitive and modern?

?

?

?



Quality

Achieving the highest quality is our standard.

We have been manufacturing high-quality fridges and  
freezers and selling them around the world since 1954.  
German engineering – from an enduring connection with  
our founder and in the knowledge that engineering expertise 
has been pooled here for generations. 

Built to last.

You can experience our quality standards in the smallest of 
details. For example, before a door hinge is approved by us, it 
must pass through at least 100,000 opening cycles. This  
corresponds to a usage period of more than 15 years. We 
keep all essential spare parts in stock for well over 10 years.

All our production sites are certified according to interna-
tional ISO 9001 standard for quality and ISO 14001 Standard 
for environmental management.

We don’t just say it. We also guarantee it.

Your Liebherr will be reliable companion for a very long time.

ISO 9001

ISO 14001

1954

100,000

15
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Freshness Technology

Thanks to two completely separate refrigeration circuits, it 
ensures that there is no exchange of air between the fridge 
and freezer compartments. The food neither dries out nor are 
odours transferred

DuoCooling. No drying out.

At the same temperature as in the fridge compartment and 
air-tight, lettuce, for example, remains crisp and fresh even 
after 10 days.

EasyFresh. Ideal for fruit and vegetables.

BioFresh offers the ideal storage conditions. The air-tight 

Fruit & Vegetable safe is the ideal environment for fresh 
produce. Meat, fish and dairy products are in good hands in 
the Meat & Dairy safe.

BioFresh. Our all-rounder.

BioFresh Professional.  
Refrigerate like the  professionals.
Every time the door is opened and after every 90 minutes,  
a fresh, cold mist is produced, covering fruits and vegetables 
like a balm to ensure crisp freshness and giving them a nice 
wow effect.

There are three main reasons that motivate us to keep  
perfecting it. First: An ideal climate contributes to keeping 
your food fresh for longer. Second: This prevents unnecessary 
food waste and means you have to go shopping less  
frequently. Three: Optimal storage helps to protect vitamins 
and nutrients.

Fresh. Sustainable. Healthy.

Freshness is a question 

of tech nology.

Storing groceries in ideal climatic 
conditions not only ensures  
extra-long freshness and storage 
time, it also makes a substantial  
contribution to avoiding food waste. 
Thanks to the perfect combination  
of integrated freshness technologies.

DuoCooling

10

EasyFresh

BioFresh Fruit & Vegetable safe

Meat & Dairy safe

BioFresh

BioFresh Professional

90 BioFresh Professional 
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Hydro
Breeze

Freshness Technology

HydroBreeze — the cold fresh mist.

We found inspiration for the HydroBreeze in 
Salinas Valley in California. Due to the proximity to 
the cool Pacific Ocean, in the summer a fine 
humid mist covers the valley and the fields. 
This prevents the vegetables grown here from 
drying out.

HydroBreeze

HydroBreeze -
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Comfort & Flexibility

Fits exactly  

to your needs.

With the VarioBox and the VarioSafe you can store smaller 
objects neatly in the door or interior – always exactly at the 
height you like.

Our appliances have telescopic rails in the fridge and freezer 
compartments which enable the drawers to slide back and 
forth with ease. SoftSystem. This means that our doors 
always close gently and quietly

As flexible as your life.

Full of food. And convenience.

Fridges and freezers are used daily. 
We develop fridges and freezers that 
impress with their ease of use and 
flexibility – from the first door  
opening to the smallest features –  
to perfectly adapt to your needs.

VarioBox VarioSafe

-

SoftSystem
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Timeless and  

elegant. Design  

for every  kitchen.

Design

Puristic and timeless on the one hand. Elegant and exclusive 
on the other. The Liebherr design language blends design and 
functionality.

Design meets functionality.

Liebherr appliances are designed to 
inspire awe and integrate seamlessly 
into your kitchen. Multiple size  
configurations, installation options, 
and choice of stainless steel or  
personalized finishes allow for perfect 
integration into your dream kitchen. 

12



Design

Our LED sprovide a pleasant, bright 
light tone that makes your food look 
even more appetizing. As they have a 
very low heat generation, everything 
stays cool and fresh.

Just a fan? Not at all: the high 
glossy fan with ambient lighting 
ensures almost uniform temperature 
distribution and also includes the 
FreshAir activated charcoal filter. 
Functionality at its best.

LED

? !

FreshAir
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Perfectly balanced:  

a powerful,  

complete package.

A good fridge is a real all-rounder: 

In addition to low power consumption 
and low noise levels, it should also 
offer plenty of space for food and 
have power reserves for when they 
are needed. Our appliances offer  
a balanced, perfectly coordinated  
complete package of energy  
efficiency, volume, noise level and  
cooling performance.

Performance in Balance

Liebherr appliances occupy top positions in efficiency  
rankings and, thanks to low electricity costs, your wallet too.

Our product range therefore offers a wide selection of 
extremely quiet appliances. Some even achieve the  
ultra-quiet level of 29 dB.

Intelligent sensor technology constantly adapts the cooling 
performance to the current use to cool a larger amount of 
food after the weekly shop and extremely quickly at the 
touch of a button.

From extra-large drawers to the smallest details, we make 
sure that no liter of volume goes to waste.

Efficiency 

Noise level 

Refrigeration

Volume 

:

29
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Sustainability inside.

We are constantly working on reducing 
the consumption and electricity costs 
– while maintaining their excellent 
performance.

Performance in Balance

For example, we test all functional parts for a service life of 
15 years and at the same time take care of your ecological 
footprint: because a long service life significantly reduces 
the consumption of energy and resources.

15

15
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Accessories

Flexible accessories for 

your appliance.

Liebherr range of accessories and 
make your daily life a little bit easier.

Useful help of all kinds

Organisational systems

Perfect installation –  
perfect appearance

Our range of accessories offers plenty of 
smart solutions for serving food and keeping 
it fresh.

In addition to the VarioSafe and the Vario-
Boxes, we also offer optimal organisation with 
the variable egg tray and the FlexSystem. 

Connecting sets, stainless steel frames and 
fronts with matching handles or drawers for 
accessories: the product range features many 
accessories that can help integrate a built-in 
appliance in the kitchen. Please check with 
your dealer for accessories available

Please check with your dealer for accessories 
available

–

VarioSafe VarioBoxes

FlexSystem
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Freestanding Appliances

Freestanding Appliances

19
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Unique features.

Freestanding Appliances

IceMaker

With the IceMaker with fixed water connection, the water comes 
directly from the tap. The MaxIce function allows you to produce 
up to 1.5 kg of ice cubes a day. The ice cube separator helps to 
divide the drawer into any size you want

SoftSystem

From breakfast to a midnight snack – a fridge needs to be open and 
closed on many occasions. And your Liebherr makes this is a lot of 
fun. With the SoftSystem, your fridge door closes softly and safely, 
and in a way which is pleasantly quiet and light.

SmartSteel

A specially treated stainless steel finish that significantly reduces 
the visibility of fingerprints, making it very easy to clean.

Touch-Display

The elegant MagicEye control system with the innovative, Touch-elec-
tronic feature ensures that the temperature in the fridge compartment 
and freezer compartment is kept to the selected temperature. All the 
functions can be simply and conveniently operated at the touch of a finger.

IceMaker MaxIce

1.5 .

SoftSystem

MagicEye Touch-electronic
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Freestanding Appliances

BioFresh

BioFresh provides the perfect climate for long-lasting food 
storage. When stored at just over 0°C and at the ideal humidity 
level, fruit, vegetables, meat and fish all retain their nutritious 
vitamins for longe.

PowerCooling system

The fan – as powerful as it is quiet – distributes the cold air 
efficiently throughout the entire refrigeration compartment.

The features shown are model specific: the description applies to the relevant model.

BioFresh

0°C

21
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Masterpiece in 

Innovative Freshness 

Technology.

Timelessly elegant with a full stainless steel 
body, our award-winning BluPerformance 
534.16.580 (SBSes 8486) Side-by-Side 
Fridge-Freezer with six different climate 
zones boasts an array of innovative solu-
tions. 

The dual-zone wine compartment allows you 
to store two different types of wine at their 
respective desired temperatures, ranging 
from +5°C to +20°C. The NoFrost freezer with 
automatic IceMaker provides professional 
freezing technology for long-term freshness 
while a spacious refrigerator provides an 
extended shelf life for fresh groceries.

The BioFresh-Plus compartment includes a 
versatile Fish & Seafood safe and offers an 
adjustable temperature range of 0°C and 
-2°C to provide even more storage flexibility 
for a wide array of meat and produce.

Technical data see page 94

Freestanding appliances

SBSes 8486
CAT. NO. 534.16.580

BluPerformance 534.16.580 (SBSes 8486)

6

2
2

+5°C +20°C NoFrost

BioFresh-Plus
Fish & Seafood safe

0°C -2°C

94
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Freestanding Appliances

The big, cool 

combination.

The 534.16.590 (SBSes 8484) Fridge-Freezer 
from the energy efficient BluPerformance 
series combines ample fridge storage with 
perfect cooling performance for long-lasting 
freshness. 

This side-by side appliance can be precisely 
controlled via its intuitive touch & swipe 
temperature display. With its Fish & Seafood 
safe and adjustable temperature range 
between 0°C and -2°C, the BioFresh-Plus 
compartment provides perfect freshness for 
all types of food. And thanks to the innovative 
NoFrost technology, this appliance never has 
to be defrosted.

Its stunning SmartSteel exterior in 
combination with high-quality materials and 
exquisite workmanship make this model the 
highlight of your kitchen.

Technical data see page 95

SBSes 8484
Cat. No. 534.16.590

534.16.590 (SBSes 8484)
BluPerformance

Fish & Seafood 
safe 0°C
-2°C BioFresh-Plus

NoFrost

SmartSteel

95
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Freestanding Appliances

It doesn’t get 

any fresher.

Fall in love with the BluPerformance 
534.16.570 (SBSes 8683), Liebherr’s range of 
energy efficient fridge-freezers. Its stainless 
steel body and 
BioFresh-Plus technology strike the perfect 
balance between timeless beauty and keeping 
food fresh.  

The right temperature and ideal humidity 
conditions are essential for the optimum 
storage of fruits, vegetables, dairy, and 
meat. With an adjustable temperature range 
between 0°C and -2°C, BioFresh-Plus 
ensures that your groceries retain their 
delicious freshness and nutrients for much 
longer. Keep your seafood in the versatile 
Fish & Seafood safe to preserve the delicate 
flavours for an extended period of time!

As with all Liebherr’s freestanding models, you 
can choose to flush this appliance with your 
kitchen cabinetry for a clean, seamless look.

Technical data see page 96

SBSes 8683
Cat. No. 534.16.570

 BluPerformance 534.16.570 
(SBSes 8683) 

BioFresh-Plus

0°C -2°C BioFresh-Plus

Fish & Seafood safe
!

96
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SBSes 8673
Cat. No. 534.16.510

SBSbs 8673
Cat. No. 534.16.511 

Freestanding Appliances

An optical highlight 

in BlackSteel.

Elevate your living space with the 534.16.511 
(SBSbs 8673) BlackSteel masterpiece. 
The black transverse-polished finish lends 
a premium appeal and exceptional textural 
depth to the fridge-freezer to give this striking 
model a luxurious, exclusive appearance.

Get your daily dose of freshness with 
Liebherr’s patented BioFresh technology 
which allows each drawer to be adjusted 
individually to provide the ideal humidity for 
different types of food. Our IceMaker ensures 
that you stay refreshed in the heat.

This energy-efficient BluPerformance model 
is also available in stainless steel as 
534.16.510 (SBSes 8673).

Technical data see page 97-98

BlackSteel

534.16.511 (SBSbs 8673) BlackSteel

BioFresh

IceMaker

BluPerformance
534.16.510 

(SBSes 8673)

97-98
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Freestanding Appliances

Open the doors to 

luxury & freshness

At 91cm wide our 534.76.500 (CBNes 6256)  
French-door Fridge-Freezer is for the 
devoted chef that enjoys the luxury of space. 
With a sleek stainless steel finish gracing 
the exterior, this appliance is a true beauty 
indeed. 

Two BioFresh drawers run on telescopic 
rails, allowing you to easily access the 
freshest of ingredients while whipping up 
a spread. Worried about odour transfers? 
Fret not! In our innovative DuoCooling 
system, the fridge and freezer compart-
ments operate on two separately adjustable 
cooling circuits to prevent air exchange and 
keep food from drying out.

Technical data see page 99

CBNes 6256 
Cat. No. 534.76.500

91 . 534.76.500 (CBNes
6256) French door

BioFresh 2

? !
DuoCooling

30
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Freestanding Appliances

CNPef 4516
CAT. NO. 534.76.510 

Practicality 

and elegance for 

your kitchen.

The 534.76.510 (CNPef 4516) Bottom-mount 
Freezer is the practical and elegant solution 
for small footprint installations such as 
studio apartments.

Thanks to VarioSpace, the drawers and 
safety glass shelves can be removed to 
conveniently create extra storage space for 
larger frozen goods. 

Independent temperature control of the 
fridge and freezer compartments is 
facilitated by DuoCooling, two separately 
adjustable cooling circuits to prevent air 
exchange between the two compartments. 
This eliminates odour transfers and prevents 
food from drying out. 

For larger households, double your food 
storage capacity by installing two units 
together.

Technical data see page 100

534.76.510
(CNPef 4516)

VarioSpace

DuoCooling
2
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Freestanding Appliances

Energy efficiency 

at its best.

The 534.16.280 (CNef 4315) Bottom-mount 
Freezer is the perfect solution for galley 
kitchens or small families. The most 
compact model from Liebherr’s BluPer-
formance range, it ensures maximum energy 
efficiency while providing more space for 
your food.

Its BioCool drawer allows you to regulate its 
humidity level within so that fresh fruits and 
vegetables can be stored up to twice as 
long. The door exterior is coated with 
SmartSteel, a specially treated stainless 
steel surface that significantly reduces the 
visibility of fingerprints, making it very easy 
to clean so that your fridge always looks 
good as new.

Technical data see page 101

534.16.280 (CNef 4315)

BluPerformance

BioCool

SmartSteel

101

35
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Fully Integrated Appliances

Fully Integrated Appliances
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For a clear overview.

Even before you 

open the fridge.

Which appliance is right for me?  
A customer question that is not always 
easy to answer. That’s why we have made 
it even simpler for you choose what’s  
right for you by dividing our product range 
into easy to understand series.

PeakPlusPure

Fully Integrated Appliances

?

38



Pure series

The Pure series is our basic class. 
Simple, clear and perfectly equipped for 
all essential needs. The Pure series has 
been reduced to the essentials. But full 
to the brim with the highest level of 
Liebherr quality.

Plus series

The Plus series builds on our Pure series 
and has many impressive additional details. 
Above all, plus means a plus in comfort. 
The appliances not only provide first-class 
refrigerating and freezing, they are also just 
that little bit smarter. They help make much 
of the handling a little easier.

Peak series

The Peak series sits at the top of our series. 
Here the best is combined with the best. 
There is no compromise. Innovative 
Liebherr technology meets high-end design 
and comfort solutions that are simply first 
in its class. Appliances in this series are for 
those who want everything.

SoftSystem soft stop mechanism

PowerCoolingEasyFresh                   

BioFresh with HydroBreeze                Touch & Swipe Display

BioFresh

+3
days

+10
days

+8
days

Fully Integrated Appliances

+40
days

+11
days

+48
days

Pure

Pure

Plus Pure

Plus

Peak

39



Fully Integrated Appliances

Unique features.

PowerCooling

The fan – as powerful as it is quiet – distributes the cold air 
efficiently throughout the entire refrigeration compartment.

LightTower

Enjoy an optimally illuminated interior: the LightTower shows off the 
food in its best light and is positioned so that all of your filled fridge 
is illuminated at all times.

Meat & Dairy safe 

Want that tender fillet or fresh milk to stay fresh for as long as 
possible? Sure! Temperature in the Meat & Dairy Safe is close to 
0°C, ideal for even the most delicate of foods.

IceMaker 

With the IceMaker with fixed water connection, the water comes 
directly from the tap. The MaxIce function allows you to produce up 
to 1.5 kg of ice cubes a day. The ice cube separator helps to divide 
the drawer into any size you want .

LightTower

? !

Meat & Dairy Safe  0 °C IceMaker MaxIce

1.5 .
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Touch & Swipe Display 

Control of your Liebherr at your fingertips: thanks to the Touch & 
Swipe display, you can operate your refrigerator intuitively and with 
ease. Simply select functions such as SuperCool on the colour 
display by tapping and swiping. The temperature is controlled just 
as easily.

Fully Integrated Appliances

The features shown are model specific: the description applies to the relevant model.

SuperSilent

Shhh – listen carefully. Your Liebherr is so quiet that you have to 
strain your ears to hear it. All refrigeration components are optimised 
and perfectly adapted to one another. This means you only hear what 
you want to hear in your kitchen.

Touch & Swipe

SuperCool

!

41
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Fully Integrated Appliances

ICBNh 5173
CAT. NO. 534.76.560 

ICNh 5173
CAT. NO. 534.76.550

See food in a new light.

Our most premium range of new Fully 
Integrated appliances: Meet the 534.76.560 
(ICBNh 5173) and 534.76.550 (ICNh 5173) 
from the Peak series. 

One highlight exclusive to the 534.76.560 
(ICBNh 5173) is the brand new HydroBreeze 
which produces a fresh, cold mist that coats 
fruits and vegetables to ensure their crisp 
freshness. In the Meat & Dairy Safe, 
temperature is close to 0°C – ideal storage 
conditions for even the most delicate of 
foods. 

The 534.76.550 (ICNh 5173) Fridge-Freezer 
with EasyFresh drawers offers plenty of 
space for your favourite food and ingredients. 

Both models in this combination are 
equipped with a high-resolution Touch & 
Swipe display. Their exquisite interior 
craftsmanship of glass and stainless steel 
illuminated by our new LightTower makes 
every peek inside a visual experience.

Technical data see page 102-103

534.76.560 (ICBNh 5173) 534.76.550 
(ICNh 5173) Peak

534.76.560 
(ICBNh 5173) HydroBreeze

Meat & Dairy Safe
0°C 

534.76.550 (ICNh 5173)
EasyFresh

Touch & Swipe

LightTower

102-103
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Fully Integrated Appliances

Built-in luxury.

534.76.540 (ICNh 5133) and 534.76.530 
(ICNh 5123): Plus series models from our 
new Fully Integrated selection. 

These models, that can also be installed as 
side-by-side, offer plenty of storage space 
with EasyFresh drawers that allow different 
humidity modes for a wide array of fresh 
groceries. NoFrost technology ensures a 
permanently frost-free freezer compartment. 

Thanks to Liebherr’s door-on-door technology, 
our fully integrated appliances fit perfectly 
into spacious kitchens and integrate 
seamlessly into your existing cabinetry. 

Being SuperSilent models due to the 
special design and low-noise components, 
this combination is extremely quiet. Thanks 
to our SoftSystem the appliance doors 
always close gently even when fully loaded.

Technical data see page 104-105

ICNh 5123
CAT. NO. 534.76.530 

ICNh 5133
CAT. NO. 534.76.540

534.76.540 (ICNh 5133) 534.76.530 
(ICNh 5123) Plus

EasyFresh

NoFrost

door-on-door

SuperSilent

SoftSystem

104-105

44
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Fully Integrated Appliances

There’s room for 

freshness everywhere.

The sophisticated 534.76.520 (ICNh 5103) 
fits seamlessly into your kitchen: Elegant, 
slim, full of innovative features. 

In the EasyFresh safe, you can store fresh 
fruits and vegetables in the best possible 
way. With its airtight seal, no moisture can 
escape and groceries stays as fresh and 
appetising as at the market stand. 

Thanks to DuoCooling technology, this 
built-in fridge-freezer has two completely 
separate cooling circuits. This prevents any 
air exchange between the refrigerator and 
freezer compartments, keeping your food 
from drying out and eliminating odour 
transfers. Want to keep your homemade 
pizza or cake fresh? The 534.76.520 
(ICNh 5103) even has room for a whole 
baking tray!

Technical data see page 106

ICNh 5103
CAT. NO. 534.76.520 

534.76.520 (ICNh 5103)

EasyFresh

DuoCooling
2

? 534.76.520 (ICNh 5103)
!

106
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Fully Integrated Appliances

ECBN 6256
Cat. No. 534.16.470

Fresh on the inside, 

sleek on the outside.

Behold the 534.16.470 (ECBN 6256) 
Fridge-Freezer with its magnificent French 
doors. Highlighted by BioFresh technology to 
provide targeted humidity for specific foods, 
this is your answer to style and freshness.

Our innovative DuoCooling system 
eliminates any odour transfers between the 
fridge and freezer compartments, while the 
plumb-in IceMaker provides an ample supply 
of perfect ice cubes. 

Opt for our stainless steel panels and 
handles for that extra touch of elegance!

Technical data see page 107

534.16.470 (ECBN 6256)
 French doors

BioFresh

DuoCooling

IceMaker

!

107
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Fully Integrated Appliances

The spacious 

freshness centre.

Seamlessly integrated with your custom 
kitchen cabinetry via the door-on-door 
system, the 91 cm wide built-in 534.16.460 
(ECBN 6156) Fridge-Freezer is a real 
eye-catcher. 

The generous fridge space and adjacently 
arranged BioFresh compartments coupled 
with two NoFrost freezer drawers on 
telescopic rails offer optimum storage for all 
types of food. The plumbed-in IceMaker 
automatically keeps you topped up with the 
finest quality ice cubes so that you are 
prepared for every occasion. 

Opt for our stainless steel panels and 
handles for that extra touch of elegance!

Technical data see page 108

ECBN 6156
Cat. No. 534.16.460

534.16.460 (ECBN 6156)
91 .

door-on-
door

BioFresh

NoFrost 2

IceMaker

!

108
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Fully Integrated Appliances

More space 

for fresh ideas.

At 76 cm wide, the built-in 534.16.670 (ECBN 
5066) Fridge-Freezer is a slimmer version of 
the 534.16.460 (ECBN 6156 model). Features 
a special satin-finish on the LED light cover 
to create an appealing and sophisticated 
interior ambience.

Two BioFresh drawers allows you to organise 
different types of foods through targeted 
humidity. The DrySafe is perfect for meat, 
fish, and dairy products while the HydroSafe 
keeps fresh fruits and vegetables crisp and 
fresh for longer. Our plumbed-in IceMaker 
automatically keeps you topped up with ice 
to keep you cool in the heat.

Opt for our stainless steel panels and 
handles for that extra touch of elegance!

Technical data see page 109

ECBN 5066
Cat. No. 534.16.670

534.16.670 (ECBN 5066)
76 .

534.16.460 (ECBN 6156)
LED

BioFresh

DrySafe

HydroSafe
IceMaker

!

109
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Fully Integrated Appliances

The smooth operator.

A unique pull-out model, the 534.16.680 
(SUIKo 1550) Undercounter Fridge serves as 
a great option for kitchen islands. 

Mounted on soft telescopic rails to enhance 
user-friendliness and convenience, it comes 
with a practical bottle shelf and removable 
fruit and vegetable drawer. The large drawer 
can also be divided into two equal-sized 
compartments, with further storage space 
underneath.

SuperCool function quickly reduces 
temperature which is perfect for rapidly 
cooling down freshly stored food.
The innovative LED light and special 
satin finish of the light cover produces 
a pleasant lighting atmosphere.

Technical data see page 110

SUIKo 1550
CAT. NO. 534.16.680

534.16.680 
(SUIKo 1550)

2

SuperCool

LED

110
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Fully Integrated Appliances

Convenience 

at your fingertips.

Our space-saving undercounter appliances 
are the practical choice for compact living 
spaces. The 534.16.230 (SUIK 1510) 
Undercounter Fridge is great for fresh 
produce with height adjustable glass 
shelves to ensure maximise storage 
flexibility.

The perfect companion for this undercounter 
fridge is the 534.16.240 (SUIG 1514) 
Undercounter Freezer with SmartFrost 
technology, allowing food to freeze faster 
and reducing ice build-up to make defrosting 
simpler and quicker.

Both models are equipped with innovative 
SoftSystem technology which ensures that 
the appliance door closes gently and 
automatically from an opening angle of 
approximately 30°. No ventilation grill is 
needed in your worktop as airflow enters 
and exits from the front of both under-
counter models.

Technical data see page 111-112

SUIK 1510
Cat. No. 534.16.230

SUIG 1514
Cat. No. 534.16.140

534.16.230 (SUIK 
1510)

534.16.240 (SUIG 1514)
SmartFrost

SoftSystem

30°

111-112
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